TRIBUTES  JUNE 2017

General Fund

IN APPRECIATION OF
Aliyah for Shavuot
Russell Finer
May Birthday Aliyah
Judith Kowler
Yizkor Shavuot
Ronna Narotsky

IN HONOR OF
Benita Felmus
Richard and Ellen November
In honor of Benita for saying “yes” to being President of Temple Beth-El, and in honor of Ron for sharing Benita with us! - Gail and Jim Plotkin
Ben Lewis
In honor of your three years of dedication as President of Temple Beth-El. Enjoy your new found leisure and lightened load! - Gail and Jim Plotkin

BIRTHDAY HONOR
Arnold Lowenstein

SPEEDY RECOVERY OF
Gini Blostein-Wolf
Edith Glock
Norma and Paul Fiedler
Afruf of Alex Berger and Madeline Paul
Arlene Berger
My Birthday!
Fran Broeder

Benita Felmus’ Presidency
Sandra Sisisky
Rachel Imburg
Neil and Laurie Halpert
Rachel Imburg and Xavier Beverly’s Marriage
Vickie and Chuck Weitzenhofer
Hannah and Marvin Rosman
60th Wedding Anniversary ~ Halina and Alan Zimm
Genie and Frank Stahl
50th Wedding Anniversary ~ Anne Adler
June Wedding Anniversary Celebration
Barbara and Arnold Lowenstein

IN MEMORY OF
Ruth Rosenberg
Randy Sager
Inge Horowitz

OBSERVANCE OF YAHZEI
Oscar Brandeis
Edith Levin
Morris Brown
Morton and Shirley Brown
Linda Dranoff
Lee and Robin Dranoff
Jeanette Feldman, Lois Pustilnik and Janel Pustilnik
Bob and Mimi Pustilnik

Jack Frishtick and Victor Morris
Risa and Jay Levine
Fritzi Goldberg
Reggie Levet
Bertha Ladenberger
Sheryl Luebke
Jack Ladin
Eugene Ladin
Ethyl Rosenbloom
Steven and Donna Rosenbloom
Earnest Rosenthal
Toby Rosenthal
Augusta Spielberg
Howard and Susan Spielberg
Abraham and Rose Wacksman
Marty and Leah Wacksman
Selma Woll and Neil Felmus
Benita and Ron Felmus
Michael Berritt
Jay and Elly Ipson
Ruth Mollen
Ed and Mary Mollen
Louis Spector
Micki Spector and Kevin Spector
Erna Maier Walder
Margot Miller
Celia Hoffman
Edythe Hoffman
Marvin Menkes
Neal and Joan Menkes

SISTERHOOD
STAINED GLASS WINDOW CARDS

REMEMBRANCE
Mildred Kopet
Rita Stein

RECOVERY
Doris Katz
Judy Petock
Mr. & Mrs. Howard Coplan
Marcia November
Mr. & Mrs. Howard Coplan

BAT MITZVAH
Granddaughter of
Mr. & Mrs. Irving Scherr
Judy Petock

Order your Sisterhood Cards from:
Mrs. Mary Messler (804) 270-7298
Mrs. Gail Schwartz (804) 741-2999 tooth25fairy@gmail.com
Mrs. Nancy Walter (804) 273-9136
### Designated Funds

**THE MARGIE AND JAKE CLAYMAN WELCOMING FUND**

**IN MEMORY OF**

- David Beck's sister, Fran
  Susan Clayman and Frank Starks

**OBSERVANCE OF YAHZEIT**

- Nathan Morris, Sara Morris and Lena Orenstein
  Pat Janner

**THE SUSAN COHEN MARKS MEMORIAL FUND**

**OBSERVANCE OF YAHZEIT**

- Susan Marks
  Nancy Walter

**MARY AND ALEX COHEN EDUCATION FUND**

**IN HONOR OF**

- David Isenberg
  Michael and Lisa Hessberg

**OBSERVANCE OF YAHZEIT**

- Harry Cantor and Alvin Walter
  Nancy Walter

**CANTOR MORRIS AND HELEN OKUN JEWISH MUSIC FUND**

**YAHZEIT OBSERVANCE**

- Meyer Salsbury
  Judith Siegel

**THE ABRAMSON-ELSNER-MEYER-ROSENBOOM-SPORN-TATARSKY PLAYPEN PALS BABYSITTING FUND**

**IN MEMORY OF**

- Bob Abraham
  Jena Sager and Family

**OBSERVANCE OF YAHZEIT**

- Fannie Sager Friedman
  Jena Sager
- Richard Sager
  Jena Sager

**SIDDUR LEV SHALEM**

**IN HONOR OF**

- Naomi Meyer
  Special Birthday, dedicated by Marsha Bernstein, Fran Resnick, Ronne Batt, Mindy Pustilnik and Gail Genderson

**Frank and Gene Stahl**

50th Wedding Anniversary ~ Rose and Joseph Clayman

**LEGACY FUND**

**IN HONOR OF**

- Benita Felmus’ Presidency
  Chris and Marc Greenberg

**LILY AND LOUIS FRANKEL FUND**

**OBSERVANCE OF YAHZEITS**

- Gussie Barer & Lena Frankel
  Dale and Victor Moes

**PRAYER BOOK FUND**

**IN HONOR OF**

- Scott Nogi achieving his MBA
  Michael and Barbara Mandel
  Ronald and Phyllis Rubenstein

---

### SISTERHOOD FLORAL FUND

**H. Jack Bernstein** by Ernest M. Bernstein

**Arnold Hecht** by Lorraine Hecht

**Dena Cantor & Margaret Yount** by Steven & Sandy Cantor

**Julius Mintzer** by Amy Mintzer Abramovitz

**Margie Clayman & Frank Roth** by Susan Clayman & Frank Starks

**Miriam Schwartz** by Eleanor S. Unowitz

**Harry Bernard Gaffen** by Elly & Jay Ipson

**Jacob Siegel** by Willa Kalman

**Al Dolinger** by Sandi Nogi

**Eva Harrison** by Anne Gordon

**Evelyn Blum** by Barbara & Michael Wise

**Beatrice Round** by Sidney Round

**Stuart Levet** by Reggie Levet

**Arlene Fife** by Art & Susan Davis

**Janet Backer** by Richard & Lois Backer

**Toney Schloss** by Bob & Mimi Pustilnik

**Samuel Menlowe** by Shari Menlowe Barck & Michael Barck

**Hannah L. Moore** by Abby Moore

**Fannie Bernstein** by Claire Benenson

**Ruth Seiden** by Marilyn Jacobs

**Ellis Merkle & Sarah Merkle** by Rosalind Meyer

**Charlotte Yancey** by Willa Kalman

**Solomon Zimm** by Alan & Halina Zimm

**Nathan S. Levin** by Mary Levin Messler

**Beatrice Scherr** by Frana Colker

**Cousin Mike** by Elly & Jay Ipson

**Sam L. Weinberg & Harold Weinberg** by Fred & Margaret Weinberg

**Beatrice S. Goldman** by Ronnie Goldman

**Jerry Greenberg** by Jean Greenberg

**Sylvan Sherman** by Gloria Hoffman

**Phillip & Sophie Deutsch** by Jan & Randi Berkowitz

**Ruth Darinsky Mollen** by Susan Clayman & Frank Starks

**Hana Silverman & Sidney Silverman** by Linda (Emroch) Leithner

**Sima Schwarz, Jerome Imburg, & my Mother-in-law** by Frank Grossman

**Irwin Heller** by Gaby Heller